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Professor Moriarty: The Hound of the D'Urbervilles
A mysterious airplane lands in airport on the central part of Denmark. A break-inn
shakes a nearby castle. The Rocket Brothers Christopher Dam and his older
brother Jonathan find themselves involved in an international criminal smuggler
case - and as if that wasn't enough Christopher discovers that he can talk to
ghosts. On a school trip to London, he ends up far too close to the headquarters of
the thieves, and suddenly he must give all he has to help the police stop the thief
from Baker Street. Preben Dahl (b. 1963) is a Danish author and journalist with
experience from tv and news paper. He lives with his family in the central part of
Denmark. The idea for Rocket Brothers arose, when his two sons ran out of books
on a trip through Europe. Preben Dahl (b. 1963) is a Danish author and journalist
with experience from tv and news paper. He lives with his family in the central part
of Denmark. The idea for Rocket Brothers arose, when his two sons ran out of
books on a trip through Europe.

Mycroft and Sherlock: The Empty Birdcage
The new novel by NBA All-Star Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, starring brothers Mycroft and
Sherlock Holmes. It is 1873, and as the economies of Europe threaten to crumble,
Mycroft Holmes finds himself in service to the Crown once again. A distant relative
of Queen Victoria has been slain by the Fire Four Eleven killer, a serial murderer
who leaves no mark upon his victims, only a mysterious calling card. Meanwhile,
Sherlock has already taken it upon himself to solve the case, as his interest in the
criminal mind grows into an obsession. Mycroft begrudgingly allows Sherlock to
investigate, as Ai Lin--the woman he is still in love with--needs his aid. Her fiancé
has been kidnapped, and the only man who might know his fate is a ruthless arms
dealer with a reputation for killing those who cross him. Mycroft persuades his
friend Cyrus Douglas to help find the young man, but Douglas himself is put in
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harm's way. As Sherlock travels the country on the hunt for the Fire Four Eleven
murderer, both he and Mycroft will discover that the greed of others is at the root
of the evil they are trying to unearth

O Jerusalem
The new novel by NBA All-Star Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, starring brothers Mycroft and
Sherlock Holmes. It is 1872, and a series of gruesome murders is the talk of
London. Mycroft Holmes--now twenty-six and a force to be reckoned with at the
War Office--has no interest in the killings; however, his brother Sherlock has
developed a distasteful fascination for the macabre to the detriment of his studies,
much to Mycroft's frustration. When a ship carrying cargo belonging to Mycroft's
best friend Cyrus Douglas runs aground, Mycroft persuades Sherlock to serve as a
tutor at the orphanage that Douglas runs as a charity, so that Douglas might travel
to see what can be salvaged. Sherlock finds himself at home among the street
urchins, and when a boy dies of a suspected drug overdose, he decides to
investigate, following a trail of strange subterranean symbols to the squalid opium
dens of the London docks. Meanwhile a meeting with a beautiful Chinese woman
leads Mycroft to the very same mystery, one that forces him to examine the
underbelly of the opium trade that is enriching his beloved Britain's coffers. As the
stakes rise, the brothers find that they need one another's assistance and counsel.
But a lifetime of keeping secrets from each other may have catastrophic
consequences

Sherlock Holmes: The Ultimate Collection
Rick Hayden and Laura Fanning of Panacea return to encounter another
mindbending scientific scenario in, The God Gene, the new thriller by F. Paul
Wilson. F. Paul Wilson is the winner of the Career Achievement in Thriller Fiction in
the 2017 RT Reviewers' Choice Best Book Awards Rick's brother, Keith, a
prominent zoologist at NYU, walks out of his office one day and disappears. The
only clue they have are his brother's book, which mentions "the God Gene." A
million or so years ago, a gene designated hsa-mir-3998 appeared as if by magic
from the junk DNA of the hominids who eventually evolved into Homo sapiens. It
became a key player in brain development—specifically creativity—and laymen
started calling it "the God Gene." Keith had been tracking this gene through the
evolutionary tree, and was excited by an odd blue-eyed primate he brought back
from East Africa. But immediately after running the creature's genetic code, he
destroyed all the results and vanished. Rick and Laura's search takes them to an
uncharted island in the Mozambique Channel, home of the dapis—blue-eyed
primates whose DNA hides a world-shattering secret. In a globe-spanning mixture
of science, mystery and adventure reminiscent of Michael Crichton, The God Gene
takes you to the edge of evolutionary theory and beyondway beyond. The ICE
Sequence Series 1. Panacea 2. The God Gene At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Daughter of Sherlock Holmes
Sherlock Holmes is hired for another case. The target this time is a professional
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blackmailer who buys compromising letters of people and then presses them for
loads of money. Lady Brackwell turns to Holmes with the hope of him finding and
getting rid of old letters to a younger boy. Holmes and Watson try to blend into the
blackmailer Milverton’s home. And when they finally get themselves to Milverton’s
safe, they get involved in a murder. This was not the initial plan. What happened?
Who was the victim and who was the murderer? Find out the end in "The
Adventure of Charles Augustus Milverton". Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (1859-1930) was
born in Scotland and studied medicine at the University of Edinburgh. After his
studies, he worked as a ship’s surgeon on various boats. During the Second Boer
War, he was an army doctor in South Africa. When he came back to the United
Kingdom, he opened his own practice and started writing crime books. He is best
known for his thrilling stories about the adventures of Sherlock Holmes. He
published four novels and more than 50 short-stories starring the detective and Dr
Watson, and they play an important role in the history of crime fiction. Other than
the Sherlock Holmes series, Doyle wrote around thirty more books, in genres such
as science-fiction, fantasy, historical novels, but also poetry, plays, and non-fiction.

Mycroft Holmes
Papers from the conference held at the UCLA School of Theater, Film and
Television, August 31-September 2, 2012.

Sherlock Holmes
The Sign of the Four (1890), also called The Sign of Four, is the second novel
featuring Sherlock Holmes written by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Doyle wrote four
novels and 56 short stories featuring the fictional detective.

The House of Silk
Reproduction of the original: Adventures of Sherlock Holmes by Arthur Conan
Doyle

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Entering British-occupied Palestine in 1918, Mary Russell and Sherlock Holmes
soon find themselves engaged in a desperate mission for His Majesty's
government, accompanied by two mysterious Arab figures and pursued by
murderous strangers.

The Grand Game (Vol. 2)
A criminal that seems to be straight out of a Sherlock Holmes novel is out to get
brother detectives Frank and Joe in the sixteenth book in the thrilling Hardy Boys
Adventures series. An original Sherlock Holmes manuscript was stolen from the
Bayport Museum and now pages keep showing up in Frank and Joe’s things: their
lockers, menus, even the backseat of their car. It’s clear someone is out to frame
them. But who could it be? The boys try their usual means of deduction, but
everything leads to a dead end. They just keep finding unsuspecting people who
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were paid to hide the pages by a mysterious third party. Frank recognizes this
tactic—it’s exactly what Moriarty would do to throw off Sherlock Holmes. So the
brothers decide to use one of Sherlock’s signature ideas: The Baker Street
Irregulars. Though instead of street kids, Frank and Joe use a group of
skateboarding tweens to keep their eyes and ears open around town. It’s a battle
of wits as the brother detectives try to clear their name. But this Moriarty wannabe
always seems to be one step ahead. Can the Hardy boys find the real culprit before
it’s too late?

The Mystery of the Conjured Man
Tom and Henry Herbert - The Fabulous Baker Brothers - are fifth generation bakers
with a passion for food in all its forms. Tom is a talented master baker whose
famous Hobbs House Bakery sits just next door to his younger brother Henry's
butchery. Together our young brothers work side by side making the amazing
bread and delicious meaty accompaniments and fillings that have made their
businesses so successful. Here, in this brand new cook book to accompany the hit
Channel 4 show, The Fabulous Baker Brothers share with us mouthwatering ovenbased recipes that unlock a world of gorgeous homemade breads, pastries, pies,
cakes and confectionary. With carefully chosen ingredients and some easilymastered techniques - this is healthy, wholesome, beautiful food that doesn't cost
the earth to make. Fully illustrated throughout with photographs of the boys, their
shops and Cotswold surrounds, and of course their stunning produce, this cook
book gets to the fundamental heart of British good food as two of the country's
most respected and successful artisans teach us how to bake like professionals in
our own homes.

Shadows Over Baker Street
In 1891, the public was horrified to learn that Sherlock Holmes had perished in a
deadly struggle with the archcriminal Professor Moriarty at the Reichenbach Falls.
Then, to their amazement, he reappeared two years later, informing the stunned
Watson: 'I travelled for two years in Tibet, therefore, and amused myself by visiting
Lhasa' Nothing has been known of those two missing years until Jamyang Norbu's
discovery, in a rusting tin dispatch box in Darjeeling, of a flat packet carefully
wrapped in waxed paper and neatly tied with stout twine. When opened the packet
revealed Hurree Chunder Mookerjee's own account of his travels with Sherlock
Holmes. Now, for the first time, we learn of Sherlock Holmes's brush with the Great
Game, with Colonel Creighton, Lurgan Sahib and the world of Kim. We follow him
north across the hot and dusty plains of India to Simla, summer capital of the
British Raj, and over the high passes to the vast emptiness of the Tibetan plateau.
In the medieval splendour that is Lhasa, intrigue and black treachery stalk the
shadows, and in the remote and icy fastnesses of the Trans-Himalayas good and
evil battle for ascendancy. As Patrick French has written, 'Read th

The Baker Street Translation
It is 1897, Queen Victoria's diamond jubilee year, and the Baker Street Boys are
helping Sherlock Holmes solve a case when Holmes himself disappears. Only the
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Boys realize that he hasn't gone undercover but has actually been kidnapped by a
Fenian gang from Boston who are planning to assassinate the Queen.

In Search of Watson
Going Sane in San Francisco
The game is once again afoot in this thrilling mystery from the bestselling author of
The House of Silk, sanctioned by the Conan Doyle estate, which explores what
really happened when Sherlock Holmes and his arch nemesis Professor Moriarty
tumbled to their doom at the Reichenbach Falls Internationally bestselling author
Anthony Horowitz’s nail-biting new novel plunges us back into the dark and
complex world of detective Sherlock Holmes and Moriarty—dubbed the Napoleon
of crime” by Holmes—in the aftermath of their fateful struggle at the Reichenbach
Falls. Days after the encounter at the Swiss waterfall, Pinkerton detective agent
Frederick Chase arrives in Europe from New York. Moriarty’s death has left an
immediate, poisonous vacuum in the criminal underworld, and there is no shortage
of candidates to take his place—including one particularly fiendish criminal
mastermind. Chase and Scotland Yard Inspector Athelney Jones, a devoted student
of Holmes’s methods of investigation and deduction originally introduced by Conan
Doyle in “The Sign of Four”, must forge a path through the darkest corners of
England’s capital—from the elegant squares of Mayfair to the shadowy wharfs and
alleyways of the London Docks—in pursuit of this sinister figure, a man much
feared but seldom seen, who is determined to stake his claim as Moriarty’s
successor. A riveting, deeply atmospheric tale of murder and menace from the only
writer to earn the seal of approval from Conan Doyle’s estate, Moriarty breathes
life into Holmes’s dark and fascinating world.

Sherlock: The Mind Palace
Enola Holmes is hiding from the world’s most famous detective—her own brother,
Sherlock Holmes. But when she discovers a hidden cache of bold, brilliant charcoal
drawings, she can’t help but venture out to find who drew them: young Lady
Cecily, who has disappeared from her bedroom without a trace. Braving midnight
streets where murderers roam, Enola must unravel the clues—a leaning ladder, a
shifty-eyed sales clerk, political pamphlets—but in order to save Lady Cecily from a
powerful villain, Enola risks revealing more than she should . . . In her follow-up to
The Case of the Missing Marquess, which received four starred reviews, two-time
Edgar Award winner Nancy Springer brings us back to the danger and intrigue of
Victorian London as she continues the adventures of one of the wittiest and most
exciting new heroines in today’s literature.

The Rocket Brothers - The Thief from Baker Street
For the first time in its one-hundred-and-twenty-five-year history, the Arthur Conan
Doyle Estate has authorized a new Sherlock Holmes novel. Once again, THE
GAME'S AFOOT London, 1890. 221B Baker St. A fine art dealer named Edmund
Carstairs visits Sherlock Holmes and Dr John Watson to beg for their help. He is
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being menaced by a strange man in a flat cap - a wanted criminal who seems to
have followed him all the way from America. In the days that follow, his home is
robbed, his family is threatened. And then the first murder takes place. Almost
unwillingly, Holmes and Watson find themselves being drawn ever deeper into an
international conspiracy connected to the teeming criminal underworld of Boston,
the gaslit streets of London, opium dens and much, much more. And as they dig,
they begin to hear the whispered phrase-the House of Silk-a mysterious entity that
connects the highest levels of government to the deepest depths of criminality.
Holmes begins to fear that he has uncovered a conspiracy that threatens to tear
apart the very fabric of society. The Arthur Conan Doyle Estate chose the
celebrated, #1 New York Times bestselling author Anthony Horowitz to write The
House of Silk because of his proven ability to tell a transfixing story and for his
passion for all things Holmes. Destined to become an instant classic, The House of
Silk brings Sherlock Holmes back with all the nuance, pacing, and almost
superhuman powers of analysis and deduction that made him the world's greatest
detective, in a case depicting events too shocking, too monstrous to ever appear in
printuntil now.

The Adventure of Charles Augustus Milverton
Going Sane in San Francisco is based on a true story about two brothers from a
San Francisco entertainment family. One brother, Steve Silver, was a gay man who
married a woman months before dying of AIDS to bury the truth about his sexuality
and became fabulously wealthy by creating Beach Blanket Babylon, the longest
running stage show in America. His brother Roger, who grew up despised by their
social-climbing mother, was eventually disowned by his brother. The book explores
the inner workings of greed, manipulation, deceit, control, the music and theater
businesses, drugs and drug smuggling, the Grand Jury, family betrayal, San
Francisco society, the city of San Francisco, the blackest of black widows, fame,
death, a murder in Mexico, love, sex, emotional survival, and redemption.

The Brothers of Baker Street
"This enhanced 75th Anniversary Edition adds scholarly commentary and
appreciation to a complete facsimile of the rare, 1933 original edition."--Jacket
copy.

The Baker Street Letters
The second in a highly original and absolutely marvelous series about two brother
lawyers who lease offices on London's Baker Street--and begin receiving mail
addressed to Sherlock Holmes When brothers Reggie and Nigel Heath choose 221B
Baker Street as the location for their law office, they don't expect that their new
office space would come with one huge stipulation, answering the letters sent to
Sherlock Holmes, the most famous resident of that address. Reggie is distressed
because the love of his life, actress Laura Rankin (whom Nigel also adores), is
gallivanting around with media mogul Lord Buxton. And while Reggie is working on
a new case involving one of London's Black Cab drivers who is accused of
murdering two American tourists, the letters to Sherlock Holmes are piling up.
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There s even one from someone who claims to be the descendent of Professor
James Moriarty. With a case that would have puzzled even Sherlock himself and a
pair of brother sleuths more different than night and day, The Brothers of Baker
Street is sure to please mystery fans whatever their address.

The Puritan Gift
The ragamuffin boys known as the Baker Street Irregulars help Sherlock Holmes
solve the mysterious deaths of a family of circus tightrope walkers.

Dead Connection
A carefully researched vintage-style reimagining of the case of Jack the Ripper pits
the nineteenth-century serial killer against Sherlock Holmes, who endeavors to
identify and outmaneuver his adversary against a backdrop of their time and
without modern technology.

The Case of the Left-Handed Lady
Arthur Conan Doyle's master criminologist Sherlock Holmes continues to delight
readers around the world more than a century after he first appeared in print (in
1887's A Study in Scarlet). The digital age has only increased his popularity: amid
the onslaught of contemporary crime fiction there is something reassuring about
Sherlock Holmes. In the hardcover edition of 'Sherlock Holmes: The Ultimate
Collection' you will find all four Sherlock Holmes novels: A Study In Scarlet by
Arthur Conan Doyle. The Sign of the Four by Arthur Conan Doyle. The Hound of the
Baskervilles by Arthur Conan Doyle. The Valley of Fear by Arthur Conan Doyle.

Enola Holmes: The Case of the Missing Marquess
Now a Netflix original movie starring Millie Bobby Brown, Henry Cavill, and Helena
Bonham Carter! Meet Enola Holmes, teenage girl turned detective and the younger
sister to Sherlock Holmes. When Enola Holmes, sister to the detective Sherlock
Holmes, discovers her mother has disappeared, she quickly embarks on a journey
to London in search of her. But nothing can prepare her for what awaits. Because
when she arrives, she finds herself involved in the kidnapping of a young
marquess, fleeing murderous villains, and trying to elude her shrewd older
brothers--all while attempting to piece together clues to her mother's strange
disappearance. Amid all the mayhem, will Enola be able to decode the necessary
clues and find her mother? From acclaimed author Nancy Springer comes the
Edgar Award nominated Enola Holmes: The Case of the Missing Marquees. Perfect
for those who love mysteries and detective stories!

The Devil’s Due (A Sherlock Holmes Adventure, Book 3)
After a week off the grid, I finally get reception and the first voicemail I hear stuns
me. "You're summoned to Baker's Creek by the late William Tower Aldridge."
Twelve Years. It's been twelve years since the last time I heard from the Aldridge
family. That one voicemail changes everything—I need the money the late William
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offers. In exchange, I have to live eighteen months in Baker's Creek. I've survived
cancer, the jungle, and the plague. This should be easy compared to all that, right?
Or so I think untilI see him. Confident, charismatic, bitter, sexy as hell, Doctor
Hayes Benjamin Aldridge. My first love, my first kiss—my late husband's brother.
He hates me. He still hasn't forgiven me for walking out on him, and I can't blame
him. It's been over ten years, and I still have feelings for him. But I faked it once
and I can fake it twice. I can survive eighteen months and that'll be the last time I
see the Aldridge brothers. Isn't it? The Baker's Creek Billionaire Brothers series is a
romantic comedy saga packed with the perfect mix of angst, tears, and laughs. If
you like strong heroines & alpha males, steamy romances and witty love stories,
this series is for you!

Loved you Once
The first official coloring book from the hit BBC series, filled with more than fifty
intricate scenes and cast images from the show The game is on . . . Sherlock: The
Mind Palace is a unique celebration of the rich visual landscape of the BBC series
Sherlock, featuring more than fifty intricate pieces of artwork by artist Mike Collins.
Recreate classic scenes, add color to intricate interiors, and illuminate the
fascinating world of Sherlock with the power of your imagination. A vital clue from
each episode is hidden within the original black and white illustrations, and only by
completing the scene can they be found. Fill Sherlock’s world with color and find
the secrets hidden within The Mind Palace.

Birdland
Imagine the twisted evil twins of Holmes and Watson and you have the dangerous
duo of Prof. James Moriarty - wily, snake- like, fiercely intelligent, unpredictable and Colonel Sebastian 'Basher' Moran - violent,politically incorrect, debauched.
Together they run London crime, owning police and criminals alike. Unravelling
mysteries -- all for their own gain. A spin-off from Titan's highly successful Further
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes series, The Hound of the D'Urbervilles sees
acclaimed novelist Kim Newman (Anno Dracula) take on the fiendish Professor
Moriarty.

Dust and Shadow
After Art in the Blood and Unquiet Spirits, Holmes and Watson are back in the third
of Bonnie MacBird’s critically acclaimed Sherlock Holmes Adventures, written in the
tradition of Conan Doyle himself.

The Mandala of Sherlock Holmes
The ragtag group of orphan boys known as the Baker Street Irregulars faces shady
characters and seemingly real ghosts when they assist the famous detective,
Sherlock Holmes, in investigating the mysterious death of Greta Berlinger during a
séance.

The Case of the Disappearing Detective
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Where does the Protestant work ethic come from? And how did America achieve
such dominance in management for so long? "The Puritan Gift" traces the origins
and the characteristics of American managerial culture which, in the course of
three centuries, turned a group of small colonies into the greatest economic and
political power on earth. It argues that the drive, energy and acceptance of
innovation, competition, growth and social mobility, all of which lie at the root of
America's management culture, have their origins in the discipline and ethos of
America's first wave of European immigrants: the Puritans.And, the authors warn,
as Americans distance themselves from the core values which produced their
business and economic successes during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
they put their future prosperity and security at risk. This is an original exploration
of the dramatic and far-reaching consequences of the Puritans' 'gift' to America the ethos which produced the early success of America and what came to be
known as the American dream.

The Three Monarchs
Fourteen-year-old, tongue-tied Jed spends Christmas break working on a school
project filming a documentary about his East Village, New York City, neighborhood,
where he is continually reminded of his older brother, Zeke, a promising poet who
died the year before. An ALA Best Book for Young Adults. Reprint.

A Baker Street Wedding
A new novel written by NBA All-Star Kareem Abdul-Jabbar! Fresh out of Cambridge
University, the young Mycroft Holmes is already making a name for himself in
government, working for the Secretary of State for War. Yet this most British of
civil servants has strong ties to the faraway island of Trinidad, the birthplace of his
best friend, Cyrus Douglas, a man of African descent, and where his fiancée
Georgiana Sutton was raised. Mycroft’s comfortable existence is overturned when
Douglas receives troubling reports from home. There are rumors of mysterious
disappearances, strange footprints in the sand, and spirits enticing children to their
deaths, their bodies found drained of blood. Upon hearing the news, Georgiana
abruptly departs for Trinidad. Near panic, Mycroft convinces Douglas that they
should follow her, drawing the two men into a web of dark secrets that grows more
treacherous with each step they take Written by NBA superstar Kareem AbdulJabbar and screenwriter Anna Waterhouse, Mycroft Holmes reveals the untold story
of Sherlock’s older brother. This harrowing adventure changed his life, and set the
stage for the man Mycroft would become: founder of the famous Diogenes Club
and the hidden power behind the British government.

Mycroft and Sherlock
Even the creator of Sherlock Holmes, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, would rave about the
Baker Street mystery series! A Baker Street Wedding is another winner, and not to
be missed. "Any [Sherlock] Holmes fan would enjoy Michael Robertson's fresh new
take on the Holmes storiesfast-paced and thoroughly entertaining." —CNN, Must
Read Books on The Baker Street Translation "Agatha Christie fans will revel in
Robertson’s fifth novela classic fair play whodunit leavened with humor."
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—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on The Baker Street Jurors The wedding of
Reggie Heath and the celebrated actress Laura Rankin was reported in all the
tabloids—which is to say, it was a disaster. Now, in a remote village on the British
coast, locked in by sea cliffs on one side and moors on the other, the newlywed’s
plane—piloted by Laura—has landed. Reggie doesn’t understand why Laura has
picked this god-forsaken hamlet for their honeymoon. What is she keeping from
him? The answers are in Laura’s past, but she’s not saying, and Reggie is out of his
depth. He must have help—or his worst fears and more will be realized.

Stolen Identity
Master detective Sherlock Holmes enters the macabre and nightmarish world of H.
P. Lovecraft to solve a series of bizarre cases in a collection of short fiction by
twenty leading authors, including Neil Gaiman, Steve Perry, Brian Stableford,
Poppy Z. Brite, Barbara Hambly, and Caitlin Kiernan, among others. Reprint.
12,500 first printing.

The God Gene
While investigating a case involving abduction, murder, and a lost treasure,
detective Sherlock Holmes and the Baker Street Irregulars are faced with new
danger when they learn that there is a traitor in their midst.

The Adventure of the Peculiar Protocols
In Michael Robertson's The Baker Street Translation, Reggie and Nigel
Heath—brothers who lease law offices at 221B Baker Street in London, England
and answer mail addressed to the location's most famous resident, Sherlock
Holmes—find themselves pulled once again into a case straight out of Arthur
Conan Doyle. An elderly American heiress wants to leave her entire fortune to
Sherlock Holmes. A translator wants Sherlock Holmes to explain a nursery rhyme.
And Robert Buxton—Reggie's rival for the love of actress Laura Rankin—has gone
missing. Reggie must suss all these things out before an upcoming British royal
event. If he doesn't, something very bad will happen to everyone at that
event—and to Laura. Fast-paced, exciting, and clever, this is the perfect mystery
for aficionados of the current craze for all things Sherlockian.

The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes
First in a spectacular new series about two brother lawyers who lease offices on
London's Baker Street--and begin receiving mail addressed to Sherlock Holmes In
Los Angeles, a geological surveyor maps out a proposed subway route--and then
goes missing. His eight-year-old daughter, in her desperation, turns to the one
person she thinks might help--she writes a letter to Sherlock Holmes. That letter
creates an uproar at 221b Baker Street, which now houses the law offices of
attorney and man about town Reggie Heath and his hapless brother, Nigel. Instead
of filing the letter like he's supposed to, Nigel decides to investigate. Soon he's
flying off to Los Angeles, inconsiderately leaving a very dead body on the floor in
his office. Big brother Reggie follows Nigel to California, as does Reggie's sometime
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lover, Laura---a quick-witted stage actress who's captured the hearts of both
brothers. When Nigel is arrested, Reggie must use all his wits to solve a case that
Sherlock Holmes would have savored and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle fans will adore.

The Fabulous Baker Brothers
With the international bestseller The Seven-Per-Cent Solution, Nicholas Meyer
brought to light a previously unpublished case of Sherlock Holmes, as recorded by
Dr. John H. Watson. Now Meyer returns with a shocking discovery—an unknown
case drawn from a recently unearthed Watson journal. January 1905: Holmes and
Watson are summoned by Holmes' brother Mycroft to undertake a clandestine
investigation. An agent of the British Secret Service has been found floating in the
Thames, carrying a manuscript smuggled into England at the cost of her life. The
pages purport to be the minutes of a meeting of a secret group intent on nothing
less than taking over the world. Based on real events, the adventure takes the
famed duo—in the company of a bewitching woman—aboard the Orient Express
from Paris into the heart of Tsarist Russia, where Holmes and Watson attempt to
trace the origins of this explosive document. On their heels are desperate men of
unknown allegiance, determined to prevent them from achieving their task. And
what they uncover is a conspiracy so vast as to challenge Sherlock Holmes as
never before.

The Sign of the Four Illustrated
Murray, a loner who communes with the dead in the town cemetery, hears the
voice of a murdered cheerleader and tries to convince the adults that he knows
what happened to her. But who beleives him? He's a loser. Can he even beleive in
himself? Also comes Pearl, the daughter of the cemetery caretaker, who befriends
Murray and tries to enter his world. Together they may prove the astonishing
possibility that Nikki is closer than anyone thinks. "Dead Connection is a smart,
funny, very clever page turner; unique and fun to read. As much as I wanted the
mystery solved, I didn't want it to end. You're going to like this book." --Chris
Crutcher

Fall of the Amazing Zalindas
From USA Today and internationally bestselling author Leonard Goldberg comes
The Daughter of Sherlock Holmes, a new thrilling tale of the great detective’s
daughter and her companion Dr. John Watson, Jr. as they investigate a murder at
the highest levels of British society. 1914. Joanna Blalock’s keen mind and
incredible insight lead her to become a highly-skilled nurse, one of the few
professions that allow her to use her finely-tuned brain. But when she and her tenyear-old son witness a man fall to his death, apparently by suicide, they are visited
by the elderly Dr. John Watson and his charming, handsome son, Dr. John Watson
Jr. Impressed by her forensic skills, they invite her to become the third member of
their investigative team. Caught up in a Holmesian mystery that spans from hidden
treasure to the Second Afghan War of 1878-1880, Joanna and her companions
must devise an ingenious plan to catch a murderer in the act while dodging
familiar culprits, Scotland Yard, and members of the British aristocracy.
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Unbeknownst to her, Joanna harbors a mystery of her own. The product of a onetime assignation between the now dead Sherlock Holmes and Irene Adler, the only
woman to ever outwit the famous detective, Joanna has unwittingly inherited her
parents’ deductive genius.
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